Abstract
. f / i n ; . . , € / i n ) in which (1 -c ) / ( k -1) occurs k -1 times and €/in occurs 7n times. The ordering does not matter for the Huffman case.
for the examples of Table I are given in Table I11 along with the redundancy differences RA-' -Rk and the bounds k -l on Huffman redundancy, ( l + K ' on Hu-Tucker redundancy is omitted), and ( k -1 on both redundancy differences.
Note that in the Hu-Tucker example for k = 3, Rk-l -RA = 0 when f : = t y , even though this is not a case of monotonically ordered probabilities. The Rk-' -Rk = 0 cases for the Huffman examples in Table 111 are probabilities for which ql'Z(n-~.)+l = Q Z (~-A ) + .~ as in the proof of Theorem 4.
CONCLUSION
We can use the bounds given here to set k , the number of trees to be searched in parallel, to guarantee average search lengths shorter than some desired constant. Also, the addition of one more tree to a k -1-tree parallel search reduces the redundancy by at most (k-1 ) -I , and this provides a basis for deciding if one wishes to add another tree to improve the search.
Because forests are the natural objects for study in parallel search problems, it may be of interest to examine other aspects of tree search problems in an extended forest context as well. One such problem may be the inclusion of maximum length constraints in the individual search trees in the forest, a problem analyzed in the single tree case by Capwelli and De Santis [2] among others.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [4, p. 5321 a method to improve the shortening of binary codes (namely, construction l r l ) is described. In a similar way, it is possible to improve 'he puncturing of a code by analyzing the dual code. For these ccnstructions it is necessary to search for codewords of low weight in the dual code. This is done using a probabilistic algorithm (incorporating ideas of linear programming) suggested by Omura [5] and worked out by Wirtz [3] . We have tried to apply this idea sys:ematically in the range TI 5 127, k 5 3 0 . We started our construction:. with the best known codes in this range (e.g., cyclic codes, Goppa codes, etc.).
Thus, our method proceeds as follows. For given [ H , k ] determine the best known code with these parameters and its generator matrix. Compute the weight distribution and the weight distribution of the dual code wing the MacWilliams identity. If there is a codeword of low weight tl' in the dual code, check whether Lemmas 2, 3 below yield better codes than known before (tables of
If knowledgc: of a codeword of low weight is required (for possible further constructions) try to find it by Omura's algorithm.
Another niethod we have used to construct new codes is mapping a [64, 8, 43] code over GF(4) into a binary code. By this we have obtained a [192, 16, 86] code over GF(2) whose existence was shown already by M. Wirtz in [3] . It turns out that this code has many good "children" o mined by various constructions.
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USING THE DUAL
In order to get codes with low weights in the dual code the following trivial lemma is sometimes useful. [103,13,43], and [112,14,45] codes. Thus we could apply construction X successfully.) is a sliding-t'lock decoder and therefore propagates a symbol error in an encoded S-string by at most the decoder window length.
When the automaton A presents a SFT S with entropy h ( S ) = log(k), the method of poles sometimes works and sometimes does not. In Section 11, we give a simple characterization of those automata A to which Ihe method of poles applies in the case of equal entropy.
In Section I11 we describe a sliding-block decoding algorithm for codes constructed using the method of poles in the case h ( S ) 2 log(k). We use this description to give an upper bound on the decoding window length.
In Section IV we show that one term in this upper bound on the decoding wi.idow length can be exponential in the number of states of A. We g ve an example in section 5 that shows, unfortunately, that any geieral upper bound on this term must be exponential in the numl-er of states of A. However, this does not rule out a subexponential upper bound on the decoder window length.
Thanks arx due to Brian Marcus and Dominique Perrin for helpful discussions. Thanks are also due to both anonymous referees for their very hclpful comments.
We end this introduction with some definitions and a short description of the method of poles.
A jnite a.itoniaton A is a finite directed graph whose edges are labeled by symbols from an alphabet A. We will find it convenient to define an S l T Ed as the set of bi-infinite paths in A: A is a local automaton recognizing a SFT S with h ( S ) 2 log(k).
The first step in the method of poles is to find a set E of states of A, called principal states (see [4] ), such that each principal state e E E has an associated finite, prefix-free set of finite-length paths 2, satisfying the following properties: -
(1) each path in 2, is a path in A that begins at state P ,
(2) each path in z, ends at some state in E, Once a nonempty set E of principal states of A is found, one can, for each principal state c E E, find a finite, prefix-free set
